With a view on graph clustering, we present a definition of vertexto-vertex distance which is based on shared connectivity. We argue that vertices sharing more connections are closer to each other than vertices sharing fewer connections. Our thesis is centered on the widely accepted notion that strong clusters are formed by high levels of induced subgraph density, where subgraphs represent clusters. We argue these clusters are formed by grouping vertices deemed to be similar in their connectivity. At the cluster level (induced subgraph level), our thesis translates into low mean intra-cluster distances. Our definition differs from the usual shortest-path geodesic distance. In this article, we compare three distance measures from the literature. Our benchmark is the accuracy of each measure's reflection of intra-cluster density, when aggregated (averaged) at the cluster level. We conduct our tests on synthetic graphs generated using the planted partition model, where clusters and intra-cluster density are known in advance. We examine correlations between mean intra-cluster distances and intracluster densities. Our numerical experiments show that Jaccard and Otsuka-Ochiai offer very accurate measures of density, when averaged over vertex pairs within clusters.
Introduction
When clustering graphs, we seek to group nodes into clusters of nodes that are similar to each other. We posit that similarity is reflected in the number of shared connections. On the basis of this shared connectivity, we establish node-to-node distances. These distances are inversely related to similarity, to shared connectivity.
Although a formal definition of vertex clusters or node communities remains a topic of debate (e.g., [6] ), virtually all authors agree a cluster (or community) is a subset of vertices that exhibit a high-level of interconnection between themselves and a low-level of connection to vertices in the rest of the graph [5, 22, 18, 19] (we quote these authors, but their definition is very common across the literature). Consequently, strongly inter-connected sets of vertices also form dense induced subgraphs. In line with this virtually universal agreement, we compare the accuracy of various node-to-node distance measures in reflecting intra-cluster density. The choice of intra-cluster density as a benchmark is consistent with this widely accepted definition of clusters.
2 Distance, Intra-Cluster Density and Graph Clustering (Network Community Detection)
As mentioned previously, clusters are defined as subsets of vertices that are considered somehow similar. This similarity is captured by the number of shared connections and translated into distance. In our model, vertices sharing a greater number of connections are closer to each other than to vertices with which they share fewer connections. It is important to note here that, in our definition, distance measures similarity, not geodesic (shortest path) distance. For example, two vertices that share an edge but no other connection have a geodesic distance of one, but they are arguably dissimilar. At the cluster level, this distance takes the form of subsets of densely connected vertices. The link between clustering and density has been discussed in depth, recently [14, 15, 13, 16] . In this article, our ultimate goal is to transform a graph's adjacency matrix into a |V | × |V | similarity or dis-
, where the distance between each pair of vertices is given by the element d ij . This transformation allows us to use the quadratic formulation of the clustering problem proposed by Fan and Pardalos [4, 3] . Such a formulation can then be further modified into a QUBO formulation [8] , which can be implemented on purpose-built hardware, like Fujitsu's Digital Annealer [1, 20] , for example. This purpose built architecture allows us to circumvent the NP-hardness of the clustering problem [7, 21, 5, 12, 1] .
To illustrate our definition of distance, we examine the graph shown in Figure 1 . The graph in that figure is arguably composed of two clus- 6 . We observe that each cluster forms a dense induced subgraph (clique). We also note that the geodesic distance separating vertices v 1 and v 3 is equal to the geodesic distance separating v 3 and v 4 . Nevertheless, in the context of clustering, we argue that v 3 is closer, more similar, to v 1 than to v 4 . The ultimate goal of this study is to identify a distance measure that accurately measures this similarity in connectivity.
Distance Measurements Under Study
We compare three different distance measurements from the literature and examine how faithfully they reflect connectivity patterns. We argue that mean node-to-node distance within a cluster should offer an accurate reflection of intra-cluster density. Intra-cluster density, defined as
.
In this definition, |E kk | is the cardinality of the set of edges connecting two vertices within the same cluster 'k' and n k = |V k | is the number of vertices in that same cluster. We then examine the relationship between mean Jaccard [10] , OtsukaOchiai [17] and Burt's distances [2] , on one hand, and intra-cluster density [14, 13, 15, 16] within each cluster, on the other. Because these distances are pairwise measures, we compare their mean value for a given cluster to the cluster's internal density.
Jaccard Distance
The Jaccard distance separating two vertices 'i' and 'j' is defined as
Here, c i (c j ) represents the set of all vertices with which vertex 'i (j)' shares an edge.
At the cluster level, we compute the mean distance separating all pairs of vertices within the cluster, which we denote as J . For an arbitrary cluster 'k' with n k vertices, we have
Otsuka-Ochiai Distance
The Otsuka-Ochiai (OtOc) distance separating two vertices 'i' and 'j' is defined as
Here again, to obtain a cluster level measure of similarity, we take the mean over each pair of nodes within a cluster. We denote this mean as O. Again, for an arbitrary cluster 'k' with n k vertices, we have
Burt's Distance
Burt's distance between two vertices 'i' and 'j' is computed as
At the cluster level, we denote the mean Burt distance as B. For an arbitrary cluster 'k' with n k vertices, it is computed as 
Numerical Comparisons
To compare the distance measures, we generate synthetic graphs with known cluster membership, using the planted partition model. Then, for each of our test graphs, we compute our three vertex-to-vertex distances. We then compute mean distances between nodes in each cluster and intra-cluster density.
To assess the accuracy of each measure as a reflection of intra-cluster density, we examine the (Pearson) correlation between each distance measure and intra-cluster density. We examine correlations for each graph and for the set of all graphs. We also record correlations between each mean distance measure and the probability of inter-cluster connection used to generate these graphs.
Test Data: Synthetic Graphs with Known Clusters
We use the planted partition model to generate the 10 graphs described in Table 1 . All graphs consist of 50 clusters. We vary clusters sizes across graphs, but these sizes are kept constant within each graph. We also vary the edge probability within clusters and between vertices in different clusters, but keep them constant across clusters and cluster pairs, as per the planted partition model. These graphs were generated using the Python NetworkX library [9] . Intra-and inter-cluster edge probabilities as well as cluster sizes are shown in Table 1 . 
Empirical Results
As expected, in the case of graph G1 where the intra-cluster edge probability is one and inter-cluster edge probability is zero, the case of a graph composed of disconnected cliques, all three distances are constant across all clusters. In this case, all vertices within each cluster have exactly the same connectivity pattern (same neighbors). They are all separated by the same distances. Therefore, correlation to intra-cluster density is meaningless. These distances are recorded in Table 2 . While the case of graph G1 is predictable, it is important to note that Jaccard and OtOc distances are not zero, in the case of a complete (sub)graph with no self-loops. This difference is due to the numerator of these quantities. In the case of complete graphs with no self loops, a node 'v i ' is connected to node 'v j ' but not to itself. As a result we have the following inequality of the cardinalities: |c i ∩ c j | < |c i ∪ c j |, for any pair of vertices in a complete (sub)graph.
For our other graphs (G2-G10), the exact number of intra-and intercluster edges are probabilistic. As a result, all distances and densities are random variables. This randomness allows a comparison of (Pearson) correlations between the distances and intra-(inter-)cluster densities. However, before performing these comparisons, we examine the relationship between distances and intra-(inter-)cluster densities, graphically.
Upon examining Figure 2 , we immediately note the distances J and O have a linear negative relationship with intra-cluster density. This strongly linear relationship justifies the use of Pearson correlation coefficients. Meanwhile, Burt's distance (B) seems only loosely related to intra-cluster density, at best.
It is also interesting to note that mean Jaccard and OtOc distances across the graph decrease with increases in inter-cluster edge probability. In contrast, Burt's distances decrease with inter-cluster edge probability. These trends can be observed for distances within clusters in Figure 2 . In Table 3 , we also observe the same phenomenon for all distances across the graph, regardless of cluster membership.
Intuitively, Burt's distance increases with the probability of inter-cluster connection. As this probability increases, nodes share a smaller proportion 
In both cases, the numerator is the number of shared connections. The denominator is proportional to all connections of either vertex 'i' or 'j' and increases at a much higher rate. For example, with all else equal, as the probability of inter-cluster connection increases from 0, the total number of connections (degree) of both vertices 'i' and 'j' increases sharply, at a mean rate of the order of 2 × P inter × (|V | − n k ). However, the numerators, which correspond to the number of shared connections, increase at a much lower mean rate. They increase at a mean rate of P 2 inter × (|V | − n k ). Nevertheless, we note a clear linear inverse relation between intra-cluster density and both J and O. This relationship is also observed in the correlations, shown in Table 4 .
Our Chosen Distance
Both Jaccard and OtOc distances are very accurate reflections of intracluster density. When averaged over all vertices within clusters, they exhibit almost perfect inverse correlation to intra-cluster density.
However, the Jaccard similarity and it's complement, the Jaccard distance, are used widely in a variety of different fields. Because of its widespread use and the availability of pre-built computational functions, we recommend the Jaccard distance as a vertex-to-vertex distance measure. For example, we use the NetworkX Jaccard coefficient function in our own work [9] .
Metric Space
A metric space is a set of points that share a distance function. This function must have the following three properties:
g(x, y) = g(y, x)
g(x, z) ≤ g(x, y) + g(y, z) .
In the case of the Jaccard distance, the first two properties are immediately apparent. They are direct consequences of the definitions of set operations. The third property, the triangle inequality, was shown to hold by Levandowsky and Winter [11] .
Conclusion
We have shown that Jaccard and Otsuka-Ochiai distances, when averaged over clusters provide very accurate estimates of (inverse) intra-cluster density. The Pearson correlation coefficients between these distances and intracluster density is almost inversely perfect (≈ −1). A visual inspection of the relationship between these distances and intra-cluster density also reveals a perfectly linear inverse relationship.
